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[Slide 1] I'd like to give an overview of nanotechnology and how nanotechnology and the electronic
device fabrication efforts that are going on in the world today. These technologies are converging
quickly and are leading to singular molecular probes which would be useful for biological research,
biological probes that are in development or that have been demonstrated, that are quickly becoming
a practical reality, not just laboratory curiosity. About 40 years ago Richard Feynman gave this
wonderful talk called ''There's Plenty Room at the Bottom'', and I'm wondering today if there is still
plenty of room at the bottom. Or maybe we already are at the atomic level.
[Slide 2] Now since I don't know what disciplines everyone here comes from, I thought I would just
give an overview of the current limits to seeing and manipulating atoms, and I've only been looking
at this a few years myself. And I was astounded at the level of atomic level control and viewing we
have today. A lot of it isn't so much what you can do but the practical limits to device fabrication and
molecular interaction, and I want to give several examples to help people in the blue sky vision that
we're trying to develop in today’s session. I want to give you a view of what is possible and knowing
what is possible we can point to the future.
So I'll give some examples of single molecular interactions and probes that are being developed at
several universities and research institutes around the world. And then I have my own blue sky
proposal where I would like to talk about a parallel processing probe for probing many single
molecules in parallel.
[Slide 3] The way to start this is really with talking about atomic and molecular physics and surface
science where people are actually seeing interfaces between one molecular lattice and another
molecular lattice. This is the standard technique that's available at many laboratories for seeing
atomic structure and probing the properties of atoms as they change across the interface. This
illustrates seeing atoms, but we can now actually manipulate atoms.
[Slide 4] Now, you can't do this with biological molecules because this is done at absolute zero or
close to absolute zero, but here's some examples where arrays of single atoms, have been placed in
a corral of this form, and you can actually see a wave function. This is the quantum mechanical wave

function of an electron and so you're seeing a standing wave pattern in here of a probability density
function. This is observing actual quantum mechanics at work. What's really interesting about this
is you can see some classical optics in here too. When they form this elliptical cavity here and they
put an electron here, they get a wave function and the ripples of the wave from this electron cause
a mirage which is simply a wave function. But there are no electrons here, so these are at the two
foci of an ellipse and you can see wave principles. This is all experimental data where they arrange
and observe the atoms and the electron wave functions with a surface tunneling microscope. So you
really can manipulate things. This isn't easy, but it shows you what is possible.
[Slide 5] This slide is kind of small, but to kind of unite things and to give an overview it's useful
to look at these scale maps to see what we're talking about here in terms of going from micron scale
size, here, down to atomic scale, here. Here's the carbon-carbon bond, benzene, insulin on the order
of about one nanometer, hemoglobin, ribosomes, and then this is something you may not be familiar
with, but this is the continual reduction in memory chip size going on today. So someday soon we'll
have a one gigabit, one billion bits, of information on a chip. To do that, the electronic size will be
on the order of a tenth of a micron. Chips today are around 0.2 micron line widths or 200 nanometer
line width, and the technologies to produce these have to do with beam technologies, light beams
e.g. optical lithography, ion beam lithography, and electron beam lithography. These technologies
cover this scale map in terms of being able to make and see small structures.
So this nanotechnology regime is defined (on the slide) as between one hundred nanometers and one
nanometer. This is includes the scanning electron microscope, the transmission electron microscope,
and the scanning tunneling microscope. But these technologies don't just see these molecular scale
sizes, but they also interact and modify them.
[Slide 6] This slide is one illustration of the practical aspects of what is possible in terms of making
things. Today, integrated circuits are made in mass production and they're made using optical
techniques. The amount of area that can be produced is ten centimeters squared per second, say in
an Intel front end where they're making your Pentium processors and the like. But, technologists can
make much smaller things using this scanning electron microscope that actually is used as a writing
device called an electron beam system. So they can get down to sub hundred nanometers, 50
nanometers, 20 nanometers, and then with the atomic force microscope and the surface tunneling
microscope, lithographies down to 10 nanometers and below have been demonstrated. So the point
is that there are ways, if you don't need high throughput or high speed, that you can produce things
that are very, very small.
[Slide 7] And so, here's an example of E-beam lithography. Here's these tiny 50 nanometer wires.
It looks like a guitar, but what's exciting about this is these lines are not just 50 nanometer wide
structures, but they're suspended in air. They're suspended beams that can vibrate or can be actuated
by nearby electronic devices.
[Slide 8] Atomic force microscopy is based on having tiny tips. This tip has about a 20 nanometer
tip radius, and it is about 6 microns long. You can use it not just see things that are tiny, such as
biological molecules and atomic structure, but you can also perform lithographic patterning with it.
I want to show you a little bit of my lithography work. So here we can take this tip, we can drag it

over the surface of silicon with an electrical bias applied to it.
[Slide 9] There's an oxidation process that occurs because there's water condensation around the tip
just from room ambient air. This, together with the electrical bias, leads to the writing of this oxide
line on the surface of the silicon. It's about one nanometer tall, and we've written lines as narrow
as 40 nanometers in our lab. This is an 85 nanometer line that when we put it in an etchent we can
actually etch out these highly vertical lines.
[Slide 10] So here's the resulting very narrow 70 nanometer wide line that's very tall. This structure
is important for some of the research we're doing on optical devices. But, we're working on
lithographies to make things that are much smaller than the feature sizes on integrated circuits and
that have unusual topographies. You would not see something of this aspect ratio in silicon on
conventional integrated circuits.
[Slide 11] We're also working on ways to be more flexible in the patterning. To take a pattern that
sticks up and to reverse the contrast so that instead of fabricating ridges we fabricate trenches. This
gives us more flexibility in making three dimensional structures.
[Slide 12] And silicon is not the only material, especially for biological applications. We want to
transfer our three dimensional structures into other biocompatible materials and work with special
biological agents. So here we have stamped ome of our structures into a polymer. It's called
polymethylmecrylate, PMMA, which is becoming a very popular material for stamping. So this is
a biocompatible material, I believe.
[Slide 13] At Northwestern they've done something where they can actually array and pattern
various biological molecules on the surface of a solid by using interesting organic chemical. These
are called self-assembled monolayers. If the surface is gold, the chemical used would be an
alkanethiol. Again, here's the water meniscus that you'll find in ambient atmosphere when you
perform AFM lithography, and here they can array and pattern these self-assembled monolayers.
The self-assembled monolayers and they can be easily functionalized with a wide variety of
biological molecules. So here you can do lithography, up here's a picture of some text they wrote on
the National Nanotechnology Initiative showing, I don't know if you can see this, 50 nanometer lines.
I think they had a paper later that had 10 nanometer lines of self-assembled monolayer.
[Slide 14] One of the most exciting things is going on at Ohio State right now where they have
something called a nanopore membrane. This is a device where they're using microlithography,
micron scale lithography but by taking advantage of some nanometer scale processes. They can
oxidize selected portions of the surface with, say, an 18 nanometer thick layer. They're able to define
where they etch out this purple layer here. When they etch it out they get pores that are 18
nanometers in diameter which leads to some amazing capabilities.
[Slide 15] Here they have a system where they take that silicon, they put in cells in the recessed area
and they bond it together into a capsule. They cells need not be from the patient. They can be any
type of cell that might produce insulin. The insulin can get out, nutrients from the body can get in,
and yet the things that might try to kill the cells can't get through. They're too large to get through

the pores. So they've demonstrated this in living animals. I think the cells have only managed to live
a few days, but the antibodies do not get in there and kill those cells. And so what's amazing is that
it's not that they can make the 18 nanometer pores, but that it's a feasible and practical approach to
make pores of this size. You cannot do this with any type of direct-write lithography, but just through
the fact that some of the process (called a self-aligned process) worked out, it's led to them being
able to make these pore structures.
[Slide 16] This is work that was done at Naval Research Labs and currently one of the investigators
is now at Purdue, and I believe this technology has been licensed to Nanogen, among others. The
slide shows a concept drawing, but this has actually been demonstrated experimentally. You have
one strand of DNA bonding to another strand of DNA and then you can tell if the DNA is present
and attached to the substrate, or not, by pulling it apart in the atomic force microscope and measuring
the force. They actually pull the DNA molecule to breaking to determine if it's there or not and to
determine other structural properties about it. They get a very clear signal. And now they're working
on an array technology. Instead of moving the tip, you might have an array of tips on a surface. The
array of tips shown is actually a commercial standard that I have in my lab, but they're making
specialized tips with these sharp points. Very simply, through selection of concentration densities,
it is possible statistically to get one molecule on the tip of each of these points. Then they have a
beam here with several analytes and they can sequence through a wide array of tests. So they have
an array technology where they sequentially test each of these tips.
It's truly amazing that you can do these single molecular inspections of various biological materials,
not just DNA.
[Slide 17] A material that I really think is exciting is these motor proteins, and in the NASA movie
from John Hines we saw several motor proteins. Some examples of an application of motor proteins–
Here's kinesin. It walks along the surface and from a nanotechnology point of view this is very
exciting because you see here not just chemistry, not just biology, but mechanics and possibly
electronics. Everything seems to be happening at this scale size at once. You have chemical
transformations, and if you look at this twisted thing here, this long arm, you can see this is a
torsional spring. As an engineer, I can tell you about torsional springs and torsional pendulums. This
pendulum, the feet of the kinesin, is moving across the surface twelve nanometers per step, a
thousand ATP-ADP reactions per second. It's really exciting to see the amazing properties of
proteins and biological molecules.
[Slide 18] Well, people have found ways to bond to the kinesin protein. There's several different
experimental techniques, but one exciting one is the optical trap. Here is a particle or bead that can
be trapped in a laser beam. It wants to stay at the focus of the laser beam shown here. And they can
selectively attach one end of kinesin to the particle and the other end to the microtubule. So by
adjusting the optical power, it is possible to determine the force the kinesin applies as it walks across
the microtubule.
Now there are many potential applications of motor proteins and what is really exciting was the
picture in the NASA movie where people at Cornell have attached one type of motor protein to a
silicon propellor, and that silicon propellor rotates around. Furthermore that group has some very

neat concepts for separating chemicals out of the bloodstream.
Taking advantage of biological molecules is really exciting to me and it is potentially practical.
Consider that many researchers now use laser tweezers regularly. But what I want to propose, in the
spirit of blue sky, I want to propose blue sky laser tweezer arrays.
[Slide 19] To get started I want to say that this is a picture of a diffractive optic. It is composed of
different step heights in a piece of glass. By changing the phase of light the diffractive optic can be
designed to produce an array of laser beams out of a single incident laser beam. Maybe afterwards
I can show you a laser beam array generator that I brought with me. But with one of these things you
can break light into an array of spots. You can even buy these at Target together with your $15 laser
pointer. But what we can do in our lab is we have programmable diffractive optics as well.
[Slide 20] So what you're seeing here is a series of frames from a video movie where you have an
array of spots and we've shown that in real time we can step from one image to the other.
[Slide 21] For further illustration, we also can make a periodic array of spots. If you see the entire
movie or come to my lab you would see that that each subarray of sixteen spots rotates at a constant
rate. This result shows that you can address arbitrary locations anywhere in the image plane with
continuous movement of the individual beams.
So here we have a movable/programmable array of laser spots. What can we do with this? Well, we
could pick up multiple motor proteins, or multiple proteins on different beads and we could pull on
them and stress them or we could pull with multiple beads from multiple directions and stress the
molecule, pull it apart, possibly pull a molecule from over here and make it react with another
molecule. So we could do a series of sequential tests and immunoassays.
This picture over here in the slide just explains that there are ten spots across here and we're showing
that we can sweep it in a radial fashion continuously, which again shows that we can just put those
spots anywhere we want and the spot diameters are at the optical resolution of the optical system.
So this optical system could be attached onto an optical microscope to perform optical tweezers, and
you could use the system to perform micro-array processing, which might be useful for many types
of biomedical probes and immuno-assays.
[Slide 22] To take this blue sky proposal one step further, this is just a little structure that we made
in our lab which is an array of microwells, but you can see it's a three dimensional structure. It's not
a simple array of square boxes but it has rounded sidewalls like an egg carton. You might be able
to put particles, or beads in these different reaction chambers and you might be able to pull them
through these valleys in the micro-wells to different locations. This might make it even more
interesting in terms of the sort of tests you might want to develop.
[Slide 23] So this is my blue sky proposal. I probably lost all my patent rights by doing this, but I
think there's a lot of potential in going through an example like this–Just to give you the flavor of
blue sky and to get you to think about all the novel things that are possible. You really can work
with single molecules. I think that's one of the conclusions we can make here. As I say there are a

rich set of useful interactions with biomolecules. It's coming on very fast, and they support medical
delivery diagnostics and fundamental research. As an engineer I'm excited about it because I would
like to use biological molecules, instead of students, to build and self-assemble structures and
devices for me. Already we know about how to use cells to produce large volumes of chemicals, and
biochemicals, but you can also think about making three dimensional structures that might be very
exciting. And my feeling about nanotechnology and nanoprobes is that these ideas are quickly being
adapted, not because they're really gee whiz, but because they're becoming practical. In the ultimate
long run, their cost will be less and they'll be easier to use. I'd like to thank you.
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